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We consider the problem of correct measurement of a quantum entanglement in the two-body
electron-electron scattering. An expression is derived for a spin correlation tensor of a pure two-
electron state. A geometrical measure of a quantum entanglement as the distance between two
forms of this tensor in entangled and separable cases is presented. We prove that this measure
satisfies properties of a valid entanglement measure: nonnegativity, discriminance, normalization,
non-growth under local operations and classical communication. This measure is calculated for a
problem of electron-electron scattering. We prove that it does not depend on the azimuthal rotation
angle of the second electron spin relative to the first electron spin before scattering. Finally, we
specify how to find a spin correlation tensor and the related measure of a quantum entanglement in
an experiment with electron-electron scattering.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Mn, 03.65.Ca, 34.80.Pa
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum entanglement is of interest to modern
physics, both from fundamental and applied points of
view. The applied aspect of studying of an entanglement
is related to its application in quantum information tech-
nology. The fundamental interest is related to the vio-
lation of the principle of locality in quantum mechanics.
This principle was formulated originally in the form of the
Einstein–Podolsky–Rosen paradox [1] and later as Bell’s
theorem [2, 3]. The violation of the Bell’s inequalities,
on which the theorem is based, was the first way of the
identification of the quantum entanglement.
Now few criteria are developed [4, 5] for the identifi-
cation of quantum entanglement in a system. However,
they do not give the quantitative information about it.
Measures of a quantum entanglement serve for this pur-
pose [5]. They have to satisfy a number of requirements
[4]. In a two-particle system, entropy satisfies all main
requirements. To calculate entropy, it is necessary to find
a density matrix of system. For measurement of a density
matrix, the method of a quantum tomography is used [6].
However, a quantum tomography has not yet been per-
formed for many problems. One of them is the two-body
electron-electron scattering. Therefore, the search for a
method of quantum entanglement measurement, which
can be realized in the scattering experiment, is still de-
sirable.
An approach based on the norm of a spin correlation
tensor for the measurement of quantum entanglement of
a system is well known [7, 8]. The advantage of this
geometrical measure of entanglement is that it can be
measured experimentally. However, this approach in its
current form is not obvious.
∗ DavydTsurikov@mail.ru
In this work, we will present an obvious geometrical
measure of a quantum entanglement based on a spin cor-
relation tensor in electron-electron scattering. For that
purpose we consider two-electron system in a state of
coherent superposition of pairs of one-electron states [9]:
|ψ〉 = N(c++|+〉1|+〉2 + c+−|+〉1|−〉2
+c−+|−〉1|+〉2 + c−−|−〉1|−〉2). (1)
In expression (1) |+〉a and |−〉a are orthonormal states
of ath electron with a spin ”up” and ”down” respectively
concerning the allocated direction:
a〈+|+〉b = Iab = a〈−|−〉b, a〈+|−〉b = 0 = a〈−|+〉b, (2)
where I is the unit matrix. Here, and everywhere below,
the indexes a, b ∈ {1, 2}. Taking into account a normal-
ization 〈ψ|ψ〉 = 1 for a state (1) we have
N =
(
|c++|
2 + |c−+|
2 + |c+−|
2 + |c−−|
2
)−1/2
. (3)
For the system in the state (1), we will obtain an ex-
pression for the spin correlation tensor. We will accept
the norm of the difference of this tensor and the tensor
product of the electron polarization vectors as a measure
of a quantum entanglement and we will prove that it is
valid. We will calculate this quantity for the problem
of Coulomb electron-electron scattering [10]. Finally, we
will specify how to find the spin correlation tensor and
the related measure of the quantum entanglement in the
scattering experiment.
II. SPIN CORRELATION TENSOR
For the description of quantum correlations in the two-
electron system the spin correlation tensor is used [9, 11]:
Tij := 〈σi1σj2〉. (4)
2The mean value of the physical quantity A is written in
terms of a wave function
〈A〉 = 〈ψ|A|ψ〉 (5)
or density matrix ρ := |ψ〉〈ψ|
〈A〉 = Tr (ρA) , (6)
where Tr is a trace on pairs of one-electron states
|±〉1|±〉2 and |±〉1|∓〉2. Here and everywhere below the
indexes i, j, k, l ∈ {x, y, z}, with summation on the re-
peating indexes. We write the dimensionless projection
of ath electron spin on coordinate axis i as an operator:
σia =|+〉aσ
11
i a〈+|+ |+〉aσ
12
i a〈−|
+|−〉aσ
21
i a〈+|+ |−〉aσ
22
i a〈−|, (7)
where σabi are elements of the Pauli matrices
σx :=
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy :=
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz :=
(
1 0
0 −1
)
. (8)
A. Elements of tensor
Let’s find elements of the tensor (4) taking into account
the definition (5) for the system in state (1). From the
expressions (1) and (7) taking into account the property
(2) we have
〈ψ|σi1N
−1
=
(
σ11i 1〈+|+ σ
12
i 1〈−|
)
(c¯++2〈+|+ c¯+−2〈−|)
+
(
σ21i 1〈+|+ σ
22
i 1〈−|
)
(c¯−+2〈+|+ c¯−−2〈−|) ,
(9)
σj2|ψ〉N
−1
=
(
|+〉2σ
11
j + |−〉2σ
21
j
)
(c++|+〉1 + c−+|−〉1)
+
(
|+〉2σ
12
j + |−〉2σ
22
j
)
(c+−|+〉1 + c−−|−〉1) .
(10)
Combining expressions (9) and (10) in the definition (4)
we derive
TijN
−2
=
(
σ11i c++ + σ
12
i c−+
) (
c¯++σ
11
j + c¯+−σ
21
j
)
+
(
σ11i c+− + σ
12
i c−−
) (
c¯++σ
12
j + c¯+−σ
22
j
)
+
(
σ21i c++ + σ
22
i c−+
) (
c¯−+σ11j + c¯−−σ
21
j
)
+
(
σ21i c+− + σ
22
i c−−
) (
c¯−+σ12j + c¯−−σ
22
j
)
. (11)
Taking into account definitions of the Pauli matrices (8)
from expression (11) we have for the rows of the ten-
sor (4):
T1jN
−2
=σ11j 2Re (c−+c¯++) + σ
12
j (c−−c¯++ + c+−c¯−+)
+σ21j (c−+c¯+− + c++c¯−−) + σ
22
j 2Re (c−−c¯+−) ,
(12)
T2jN
−2
=σ11j 2 Im (c−+c¯++)− iσ
12
j (c−−c¯++ − c+−c¯−+)
−iσ21j (c−+c¯+− − c++c¯−−) + σ
22
j 2 Im (c−−c¯+−) ,
(13)
T3jN
−2
=σ11j
(
|c++|
2
− |c−+|
2
)
+ σ12j (c+−c¯++ − c−−c¯−+)
+σ21j (c++c¯+− − c−+c¯−−) + σ
22
j
(
|c+−|
2 − |c−−|
2
)
.
(14)
Using definitions of the Pauli matrices (8) once again,
from equalities (12)–(14) we obtain the spin correlation
tensor for the two-electron system in state (1):
T = N2

2Re (c−−c¯++ + c+−c¯−+) 2 Im (c−−c¯++ + c+−c¯−+) 2Re (c−+c¯++ − c−−c¯+−)2 Im (c−−c¯++ + c−+c¯+−) 2Re (c−+c¯+− − c−−c¯++) 2 Im (c−+c¯++ − c−−c¯+−)
2Re (c+−c¯++ − c−−c¯−+) 2 Im (c+−c¯++ − c−−c¯−+) |c++|
2
− |c−+|
2
− |c+−|
2
+ |c−−|
2

 . (15)
The tensor (15) has the following symmetry that the
non-diagonal elements of the tensor T12 and T21, T13 and
T31, T23 and T32 are connected with each other:
c+− 7→ c−+, c−+ 7→ c+−. (16)
B. Tensor in the absence of entanglement
In the absence of an entanglement, the spin correlation
tensor (4) is equal to the tensor product of the electron
polarization vectors (polarizations) [9, 11]:
T˜ij := 〈σi1〉〈σj2〉 = Pi1Pj2, (17)
3Pia := 〈σia〉, (18)
where Pia is a polarization projection of ath electron on
axis i. Let’s obtain expressions for polarizations.
According to definition (7) and a condition (2) for the
projections of the electron polarizations in the system in
state (1) we have
Pi1N
−2
=σ11i
(
|c++|
2 + |c+−|
2
)
+ σ12i (c¯++c−+ + c¯+−c−−)
+σ21i (c¯−+c++ + c¯−−c+−) + σ
22
i
(
|c−+|
2
+ |c−−|
2
)
,
(19)
Pj2N
−2
=σ11j
(
|c++|
2
+ |c−+|
2
)
+ σ12j (c¯++c+− + c¯−+c−−)
+σ21j (c¯+−c++ + c¯−−c−+) + σ
22
j
(
|c+−|
2 + |c−−|
2
)
.
(20)
Taking into account definition of the Pauli matrices (8)
we can simplify expressions (19) and (20):
P1 = N
2

 2Re (c−+c¯++ + c−−c¯+−)2 Im (c−+c¯++ + c−−c¯+−)
|c++|
2 + |c+−|
2 − |c−+|
2 − |c−−|
2

 , (21)
P2 = N
2

 2Re (c+−c¯++ + c−−c¯−+)2 Im (c+−c¯++ + c−−c¯−+)
|c++|
2 + |c−+|
2 − |c+−|
2 − |c−−|
2

 . (22)
As well as non-diagonal elements of the spin correlation
tensor (15), the electron polarizations (21) and (22) are
connected with each other by substituting (16).
III. TENSOR MEASURE
OF QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT
As in the absence of entanglement the spin correlation
tensor (4) is equal to the tensor product (17), we set the
distance between them as the measure of entanglement in
the system. Mathematically the distance between tensors
is defined as the norm of their difference:
E := ||T − T˜ ||. (23)
As the norm we choose the scaled Euclidean norm:
∀A ∈ R3×3 ||A|| =
√
tr (AAT ) /3 =
√
AijAij/3. (24)
Here and everywhere below tr is a trace of the real 3× 3
matrices.
The measure of the quantum entanglement is valid
when it has the following properties [4, 5]:
1. nonnegativity, discriminance, normalization;
2. invariance under local unitary operations (LU);
3. non-growth under measurements ;
4. non-growth under local operations and classical com-
munication (LOCC).
Let’s prove these properties for the measure (23). For
this purpose we will use a definition of mean values in
terms of a density matrix (6).
A. Nonnegativity, discriminance, normalization
Proposition 1. The measure (23) is nonnegative (non-
negativity):
∀ρ E(ρ) ≥ 0. (25)
Proof. Property (25) is carried out for the measure
(23) by definition of the norm. 
Proposition 2. The criterion for separability of states
is that the measure (23) is equal to zero (discriminance):
ρ is separable ⇔ E(ρ) = 0. (26)
Proof. According to the proposition 1a in the work
[12], taking into account that for a system of electrons
the Bloch vector coincides with polarization by definition
[7], we have
ρ is separable ⇔ T = P1 ⊗P2. (27)
Property (26) for the measure (23) follows from the state-
ment (27) and definition (17). 
Proposition 3. The measure (23) for maximally entan-
gled states is equal to one (normalization):
ρ is maximally entangled ⇒ E(ρ) = 1. (28)
Proof. For two-particle system maximally entangled
states are Bell states [5]. In terms of function (1) one
can write them as
N = 1√
2
, c++ = 0, c+− = +1, c−+ = −1, c−− = 0;
N = 1√
2
, c++ = 0, c+− = +1, c−+ = +1, c−− = 0;
N = 1√
2
, c++ = +1, c+− = 0, c−+ = 0, c−− = −1;
N = 1√
2
, c++ = +1, c+− = 0, c−+ = 0, c−− = +1;
(29)
for a singlet and three triplets respectively. From equal-
ities (29), expressions (21), (22) and (15) follows that in
all four conditions polarizations are equal to zero, and
spin correlation tensors are diagonal matrices which ele-
ments are equal to ±1. Then taking into account defini-
tion (17) for the measure (23) the property (28) is carried
out. 
B. LU invariance
Proposition 4. The measure (23) is invariant under
local unitary operations:
E(ρ) = E(ρ′), (30)
4ρ′ := (U †1 ⊗ U
†
2 )ρ(U1 ⊗ U2). (31)
Here Ua is the unitary operator acting on ath particle:
UaU
†
a = U
†
aUa = Ia, (32)
where Ia is the unity operator acting on ath particle.
Proof. After transformation, the measure (23) takes
the form:
E(ρ′) = ||T ′ − T˜ ′||, (33)
where tensors (4) and (17) can be written in terms of a
density matrix ρ′ (6). Then taking into account expres-
sion (31) and properties of a trace we have
T ′ij = Tr (ρ
′σi1σj2)
= Tr
[
ρ(U1 ⊗ U2)σi1σj2(U
†
1 ⊗ U
†
2 )
]
⇒
T ′ij = Tr
[
ρ(U1σi1U
†
1 )(U2σj2U
†
2 )
]
. (34)
The Pauli matrices form a basis in the space of Her-
mitian 2 × 2 matrices with a zero trace. At the same
time taking into account unitarity (32) Tr
(
UaσiaU
†
a
)
= Tr
(
U †aUaσia
)
= Tr (σia) = 0. Then in the expres-
sion (34), the quantity UaσiaU
†
a can be expanded on the
basis:
UaσiaU
†
a =: Qijaσja, (35)
where Qa is orthogonal 3× 3 matrix (see Appendix A):
QaQ
T
a = Q
T
aQa = I. (36)
At the same time the matrix Qa can be taken out from
under the trace Tr.
From expression (34) and the expansion (35) we have:
T ′ij = Tr [ρ(Qik1σk1)(Qjl2σl2)]
= Qik1Qjl2 Tr (ρσk1σl2) = Qik1Qjl2Tkl ⇒
T ′ = Q1×1Q2×2T, (37)
where symbol ×a means action of a matrix (on the left)
on ath index of a tensor (on the right). Taking into
account the expression (31), properties of a trace, the
unitarity (32) and the expansion (35) we obtain:
P ′ia = Tr (ρ
′σia) = Tr
[
ρ(U1 ⊗ U2)σia(U
†
1 ⊗ U
†
2 )
]
= Tr
[
ρ(UaσiaU
†
a)
]
= Qika Tr (ρσka) = QikaPka.
Then for the transformed tensor product (17) we have
T˜ ′ij = Qik1Pk1Qjl2Pl2 = Qik1Qjl2T˜kl ⇒
T˜ ′ = Q1×1Q2×2T˜ . (38)
Taking into account expressions (37) and (38) the trans-
formed measure (33) takes the form:
E(ρ′) = ||Q1×1Q2×2(T − T˜ )||. (39)
From expressions (39) and (24), properties of a trace
and the orthogonality (36) we have
3[E(ρ′)]2
= tr
{
[Q1×1Q2×2(T − T˜ )][Q1×1Q2×2(T − T˜ )]
T
}
= tr
{
Q1[Q2×2(T − T˜ )][Q2×2(T − T˜ )]
T
QT1
}
= tr
{
[Q2×2(T − T˜ )][Q2×2(T − T˜ )]
T
}
= tr
{
[Q2(T − T˜ )
T ]
T
[Q2(T − T˜ )
T ]
}
= tr
[
(T − T˜ )QT2Q2(T − T˜ )
T
]
= tr
[
(T − T˜ )(T − T˜ )T
]
= 3||T − T˜ ||2,
from where the property (30) of the measure (23) fol-
lows. 
C. Non-growth under measurements
Proposition 5. The measure (23) does not increase un-
der measurements:
E(ρ) ≥ E(ρ′), (40)
where ρ is a density matrix of the original two-particle
pure state, ρ′ is a density matrix of the resulting two-
particle mixed state. Without losing generality, we as-
sume that the local measurements are positive operator
value measures (POVMs) [5]. The local POVMs acting
on a two-particle state generally have an appearance:
ρ′ :=
∑
mn
(Lm1 ⊗ Ln2)ρ(L
†
m1 ⊗ L
†
n2), (41)
where {Lna}n are linear, positive, keeping a trace oper-
ators having properties:
∑
n
LnaL
†
na = Ia, [Lna, L
†
na] = 0. (42)
Proof. After transformation, the measure (23) takes
the form:
E(ρ′) = ||T ′ − T˜ ′||, (43)
where tensors (4) and (17) can be written in terms of a
density matrix ρ′ (6). Then taking into account expres-
sion (41) and properties of a trace we have
T ′ij = Tr (ρ
′σi1σj2)
=
∑
mn
Tr
[
ρ(L†m1 ⊗ L
†
n2)σi1σj2(Lm1 ⊗ Ln2)
]
⇒
5T ′ij = Tr
[
ρ
(∑
m
L†m1σi1Lm1
)(∑
n
L†n2σj2Ln2
)]
.
(44)
The Pauli matrices form a basis in the space of
Hermitian 2 × 2 matrices with a zero trace. At
the same time taking into account properties (42)
Tr
(∑
n L
†
naσiaLna
)
=
∑
nTr
(
LnaL
†
naσia
)
= Tr (σia)
= 0. Then in the expression (44), the quantity∑
n L
†
naσiaLna can be expanded on the basis:∑
n
L†naσiaLna =: Dijaσja, (45)
where Da is real contractive 3 × 3 matrix (see Ap-
pendix A):
DaD
T
a = D
T
aDa ≤ I. (46)
At the same time the matrix Da can be taken out from
under the trace Tr.
From expression (44) and the expansion (45) we have
T ′ij = Tr [ρ(Dik1σk1)(Djl2σl2)]
= Dik1Djl2 Tr (ρσk1σl2) = Dik1Djl2Tkl ⇒
T ′ = D1×1D2×2T. (47)
Taking into account the expression (41), properties of a
trace, properties (42) and the expansion (45) we obtain:
P ′i1 = Tr (ρ
′σi1)
=
∑
mn
Tr
[
ρ(L†m1 ⊗ L
†
n2)σi1(Lm1 ⊗ Ln2)
]
=
∑
mn
Tr
[
ρ(L†m1σi1Lm1)(L
†
n2Ln2)
]
= Tr
[
ρ
(∑
m
L†m1σi1Lm1
)]
= Dik1 Tr (ρσk1)
= Dik1Pk1.
One also can show that P ′j2 = Djl2Pl2. Then for the
transformed tensor product (17) we have
T˜ ′ij = Dik1Pk1Djl2Pl2 = Dik1Djl2T˜kl ⇒
T˜ ′ = D1×1D2×2T˜ . (48)
Taking into account expressions (47) and (48) the trans-
formed measure (43) takes the form:
E(ρ′) = ||D1×1D2×2(T − T˜ )||. (49)
From expressions (49) and (24), properties of a trace
and the property (46) we have
3[E(ρ′)]2
= tr
{
[D1×1D2×2(T − T˜ )][D1×1D2×2(T − T˜ )]
T
}
= tr
{
D1[D2×2(T − T˜ )][D2×2(T − T˜ )]
T
DT1
}
≤ tr
{
[D2×2(T − T˜ )][D2×2(T − T˜ )]
T
}
= tr
{
[D2(T − T˜ )
T ]
T
[D2(T − T˜ )
T ]
}
= tr
[
(T − T˜ )DT2 D2(T − T˜ )
T
]
≤ tr
[
(T − T˜ )(T − T˜ )T
]
= 3||T − T˜ ||2,
from where the property (40) of the measure (23) fol-
lows. 
D. Non-growth under LOCC
Proposition 6. The measure (23) does not increase un-
der local operations and classical communication ΦLOCC:
E(ρ) ≥ E(ΦLOCC(ρ)). (50)
Proof. LOCC can be decomposed into four basic kinds
of operations [13].
I. Appending an ancillary system not entangled to the
state of the original system. It is obvious that append-
ing cannot change the tensor (4) and polarizations (18).
Therefore the measure (23) is invariant under appending.
II. Performing a unitary transformation. The measure
(23) is invariant under the unitary transformations (30).
III. Performing measurements. The measure (23) does
not increase under the measurements (40).
IV. Throwing away (tracing out) part of the system. It
is obvious that after this operation in two-particle system
the entanglement is equal to zero.
As for the measure (23) all 4 requirements are fulfilled,
for it property (50) is true. 
Thus, according to the properties proved in this sec-
tion, the measure of quantum entanglement (23) is valid.
IV. TENSOR MEASURE
OF QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT
IN A SCATTERING PROBLEM
A. Electron-electron scattering problem
Let’s calculate measure of quantum entanglement (23)
in a problem of Coulomb electron-electron scattering [10].
In this case, in expression (1) one should set
c++ = cos (|Ω|/2)ψa,
c+− = 12e
iϕ sin (|Ω|/2) (ψs + ψa) ,
c−+ = 12e
iϕ sin (|Ω|/2) (ψa − ψs) ,
c−− = 0,
(51)
ψs(θ) = f(θ)+f(π−θ), ψa(θ) = f(θ)−f(π−θ), (52)
f(θ) ∼ csc (θ/2)2 exp[−iα ln(1− cos θ)]. (53)
In expressions (51)–(53) Ω and ϕ are polar (relative to
the axis z) and azimuthal (relative to the axis x) rota-
tion angles of the 2nd electron polarization before scat-
tering (polarization of the 1st electron is oriented in the
z-direction), ψs is symmetric wave function, ψa is anti-
symmetric wave function, f is the scattering amplitude
in the centre of mass of the interacting electrons, θ is
scattering angle in the centre of mass frame, α = 1/υrel
is the dimensionless factor, υrel is the relative electron
velocity in atomic units.
6B. ϕ independence of entanglement measure
Proposition 7. The measure (23) in the problem (1),
(51)–(53) does not depend on azimuthal angle:
E = const(ϕ). (54)
Proof. Let’s segregate the sum in the measure (23) into
three blocks:
3E2 = TijTij − 2TijT˜ij + T˜ij T˜ij . (55)
At the same time everywhere below we will consider that
according to expressions (3) and (51) N = const(ϕ).
Let’s consider the block TijTij . According to expres-
sions (15) and (51) elements T 2xx , T
2
xy, T
2
yx, T
2
yy and T
2
zz
do not depend on ϕ, and also one can see that
T 2xz + T
2
yz = |N
22c−+c¯++|
2
= const(ϕ),
T 2zx + T
2
zy = |N
22c+−c¯++|
2
= const(ϕ).
Consequently, the block TijTij does not depend on ϕ:
TijTij = const(ϕ). (56)
Let’s consider the block Tij T˜ij . From expressions (15),
(21) and (22) taking into account equalities (51) follows
that TzzT˜zz = TzzPz1Pz2 = const(ϕ). Also from them
one can see that Txz = Px1, Tyz = Py1, Tzx = Px2,
Tzy = Py2. Then
TxzT˜xz + TyzT˜yz = (P
2
x1 + P
2
y1)Pz2
= |N22c−+c¯++|
2
Pz2 = const(ϕ),
TzxT˜zx + TzyT˜zy = Pz1(P
2
x2 + P
2
y2)
= Pz1|N
22c+−c¯++|
2
= const(ϕ).
Taking into account equalities (15), (17), (21) and (22)
we have:
TxxT˜xx + TyxT˜yx
= N42(c−+c+−c¯−+c¯++ + c−+c++c¯−+c¯+−)Px2,
TxyT˜xy + TyyT˜yy
= −iN42(c−+c+−c¯−+c¯++ − c−+c++c¯−+c¯+−)Py2.
Substituting in these expressions Px2 and Py2 (22), tak-
ing into account equalities (51) we see that
TxxT˜xx + TyxT˜yx + TxyT˜xy + TyyT˜yy
= N68|c−+c+−c++|
2
= const(ϕ).
Consequently, the block Tij T˜ij does not depend on ϕ:
Tij T˜ij = const(ϕ). (57)
Let’s consider the block T˜ij T˜ij . From expressions (17),
(21), (22) and (51) we have
T˜ 2xx + T˜
2
yx + T˜
2
xy + T˜
2
yy = (P
2
x1 + P
2
y1)(P
2
x2 + P
2
y2)
= |N22c−+c¯++|
2
|N22c+−c¯++|
2
= const(ϕ),
T˜ 2xz + T˜
2
yz = (P
2
x1 + P
2
y1)P
2
z2
= |N22c−+c¯++|
2
P 2z2 = const(ϕ),
T˜ 2zx + T˜
2
zy = P
2
z1(P
2
x2 + P
2
y2)
= P 2z1|N
22c+−c¯++|
2
= const(ϕ),
T˜ 2zz = P
2
z1P
2
z2 = const(ϕ).
Consequently, the block T˜ij T˜ij does not depend on ϕ:
T˜ij T˜ij = const(ϕ). (58)
Thus, property (54) for measure (23) follows from the
equalities (55)–(58). 
C. Numerical calculation
Let’s plot the graph of quantum entanglement mea-
sure (23) taking into account equalities (24), (15), (17),
(21), (22), (51)–(53) (Figs.1 and 2). Calculations con-
firmed that it does not depend on the azimuthal angle
ϕ. Therefore, without losing the generality, we set ϕ = 0
in the following figures. From them we see that the en-
tanglement reaches a maximum at θ = π/2, where it
is equal to one. The entanglement is equal to zero at
θ = 0, π. One can observe a peak broadening about a
point θ = π/2 with increase of angle Ω. These results
completely conform and supplement the ones obtained
in article [10] where the entropy of one of the electrons
of the correlated electron pair was the measure of the
entanglement.
FIG. 1. The quantum entanglement measure (23) of two scat-
tered electrons in state (1), (51)–(53) at υrel = 1.5, ϕ = 0
(does not depend on ϕ). Line A: Ω = pi/4; line B: Ω = 3pi/4.
7FIG. 2. The quantum entanglement measure of two scattered
electrons in state (1), (51)–(53) at υrel = 1.5, ϕ = 0 (does not
depend on ϕ).
V. TENSOR MEASURE
OF QUANTUM ENTANGLEMENT
IN EXPERIMENT
The measure of quantum entanglement (23) in the two-
electron system can be found from the experiment on
electron-electron scattering. For this purpose, it is nec-
essary to measure the spin correlation tensor and the
electron polarizations. In this section they act as phe-
nomenological quantities. One can measure them even
for a system, which has no microscopic model, and give
the quantitative assessment to a quantum entanglement
in it.
The spin correlation tensor (4) and the electron po-
larizations (18) can be found on the basis of the dimen-
sionless projections of electron spins to coordinate axes
measured in experiment. After each act of scattering
both electrons are detected separately by two analyzers.
Analyzers register the spin projections after mth act of
scattering σ
(m)
i1 and σ
(m)
j2 on the axes chosen for them i
and j respectively. Spin projections take on values ±1
that corresponds to eigenvalues of operators (7).
In experiment, we measure projections of electron spins
at various combinations of the axes chosen for analyzers.
Data of the experiment are registered in the form of 3×3
matrix T = [Tij ]ij . Each element of the matrix is the
table of two columns and Mij rows of data:
Tij := [(σ
(m)
i1 , σ
(m)
j2 ) :
σ
(m)
i1 , σ
(m)
j2 ∈ {+1,−1}, m = 1, ...,Mij ]. (59)
The table (59) corresponds to the set of measurements
of electron spins projections on axes i and j. It allows to
find the corresponding element of spin correlation tensor
(4) on the basis of the products σ
(m)
i1 σ
(m)
j2 . As well as
spin projections, their products take on values ±1 that
corresponds to the eigenvalues of the operator σi1σj2 (see
Appendix B).
When calculating projections of electron polarizations
(18) we use data (59). Minimum errors of these quantities
can be expected if all available data for the corresponding
spin projections are used:
Si1 := [
⋃
j
Tij ](, 1), card(Si1) = Ni1 := ΣjMij ,
Sj2 := [
⋃
i
Tij ](, 2), card(Sj2) = Nj2 := ΣiMij .
(60)
The array Si1 is the first column of the table, which is
obtained by combining all elements of the matrix T in
the row i. The array Sj2 is the second column of the
table, which is obtained by combining all elements of the
matrix T in the column j.
At rather large numbers of measurements {Mij}ij from
tables (59) and arrays (60) we have for spin correlation
tensor (4) and projections of electron polarizations (18)
〈σi1σj2〉 =
1
Mij
∑
m
(1 ≤ m ≤Mij)σ
(m)
i1 σ
(m)
j2 , (61)
〈σia〉 =
1
Nia
∑
n
(1 ≤ n ≤ Nia)σ
(n)
ia , (62)
respectively. In expressions (61) and (62) Iverson nota-
tion is used [14]: brackets with the statement are equal to
one if it is true, and are equal to zero if it is false. Tak-
ing into account definition (17) these expressions allow
finding the measure (23). Thus, the quantum entangle-
ment in the two-electron system can be measured in an
experiment on electron-electron scattering.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we considered the problem of correct mea-
surement of a quantum entanglement in the two-body
electron-electron scattering. An expression is derived for
a spin correlation tensor in case of a pure two-electron
state. On its basis, we proposed geometrical measure of
a quantum entanglement in a system of two particles. It
is the distance between two forms of this tensor: in the
entangled and separable cases, that makes this measure
obvious. As distance between tensors, we used the scaled
Euclidean norm of their difference. It enabled the proof
of the properties of a measure confirming its validity:
nonnegativity, discriminance, normalization, non-growth
under local operations and classical communication.
We calculated the measure of quantum entanglement
suggested in this paper for a problem of Coulomb
electron-electron scattering. We revealed numerically
and proved analytically that it does not depend on the
azimuthal rotation angle of the second electron spin rel-
ative to the first electron spin before scattering. We also
suggested a procedure of measurement of a spin correla-
tion tensor in the electron-electron scattering. It allows
8finding a measure of a quantum entanglement in the ex-
periment even in the absence of a microscopic model of
the studied system.
Thus, the main positive characteristics of the tensor
measure of a quantum entanglement proposed in this
work are:
• obviousness ;
• validity;
• measurability in an experiment.
Prospects of further development of this approach are
bound to its generalization on a case of the mixed and
multi-electron states. The suggested experimental pro-
cedure sets a direction for the correct measurement of
quantum entanglement in electron-electron scattering.
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Appendix A: properties of matrices Qa and Da
In this appendix, we will prove properties of matrices
Qa (35) and Da (45) which we used in the section III at
the proof of properties of the measure (23) (propositions 4
and 5). We will carry out proofs on the basis of expression
for products of the Pauli matrices:
σiaσja = iǫijkσka + IijIa, (A1)
where ǫijk is Levi-Civita symbol. Having picked up a
trace from expression (A1) on pairs of one-electron states
|±〉1|±〉2 and |±〉1|∓〉2, we have
Tr (σiaσja) = Iij Tr (Ia) . (A2)
Everywhere below we use expression (A2) and properties
of the trace. For brevity we also use references to for-
mulas without their names, symbols of an implication⇒
and biconditional ⇔.
1. Orthogonality of matrix Qa
Proposition A1. Qa is orthogonal matrix:
QaQ
T
a = Q
T
aQa = I. (A3)
Proof. (A2), (35), (32) ⇒
(QaQ
T
a )kl Tr (Ia) = QkiaQljaIij Tr (Ia)
= QkiaQlja Tr (σiaσja) = Tr [(Qkiaσia)(Qljaσja)]
= Tr
(
UaσkaU
†
aUaσlaU
†
a
)
= Tr (σkaσla)
= Ikl Tr (Ia) ⇒ (QaQ
T
a )kl = Ikl ⇒ (A3). 
2. Expression for matrix DTa
Proposition A2. In terms of operators {Lna}n the ma-
trix DTa is written as
DTijaσja =
∑
n
LnaσiaL
†
na. (A4)
Proof. (A2), (45) ⇒
(DaD
T
a )kl Tr (Ia) = DkiaDljaIij Tr (Ia)
= DkiaDlja Tr (σiaσja) = Dkia Tr (σiaDljaσja)
= Dkia Tr
(
σia
∑
n
L†naσlaLna
)
= Dkia
∑
n
Tr
(
LnaσiaL
†
naσla
)
=: Dkia Tr (Xijaσjaσla) = DkiaXija Tr (σjaσla)
= (DaXa)kl Tr (Ia) ⇒ (A4). 
3. Commutator of matrices Da and D
T
a
Proposition A3. Matrices Da and D
T
a commute:
[Da, D
T
a ] = 0. (A5)
Proof. (A4), (A2), (45), (42) ⇒
(DTaDa)kl Tr (Ia) = D
T
kiaDjlaIij Tr (Ia)
= DTkiaDjla Tr (σiaσja) = Tr
[
(DTkiaσia)(D
T
ljaσja)
]
=
∑
mn
Tr
(
LmaσkaL
†
maLnaσlaL
†
na
)
=
∑
mn
Tr
(
L†naσkaLnaL
†
maσlaLma
)
= Tr (DkiaσiaDljaσja) = DkiaD
T
jla Tr (σiaσja)
= (DaD
T
a )kl Tr (Ia) ⇒ (A5). 
4. The contractive property of matrix Da
Proposition A4. In case of POVMs matrix Da is contractive matrix:
DTaDa ≤ I (⇔ ∀b ∈ R
3 bTDTaDab ≤ b
T b). (A6)
9Proof. (A4), (A2), (45), (42) ⇒
bTDTaDabTr (Ia) = bkD
T
kiaDjlablIij Tr (Ia) = bkD
T
kiaDjlabl Tr (σiaσja)
= bkbl Tr
[
(DTkiaσia)(D
T
ljaσja)
]
= bkbl
∑
mn
Tr
(
LmaσkaL
†
maLnaσlaL
†
na
)
= bkbl
1
2
∑
mn
[
Tr
(
σkaL
†
maLnaσlaL
†
naLma
)
+Tr
(
L†maLnaσlaL
†
naLmaσka
)]
= bkbl
1
2
∑
mn
{
Tr
[
(σkaL
†
maLna)(L
†
maLnaσla)
†]
+Tr
[
(L†maLnaσla)(σkaL
†
maLna)
†]}
=
1
2
∑
mn
{
Tr
[
(bkσkaL
†
maLna)(L
†
maLnaσlabl)
†]
+Tr
[
(L†maLnaσlabl)(bkσkaL
†
maLna)
†]}
,
A := bkσkaL
†
maLna, B := L
†
maLnaσlabl,
0 ≤ Tr
[
(A−B)(A −B)†
]
⇒ Tr
(
AB†
)
+Tr
(
BA†
)
≤ Tr
(
AA†
)
+Tr
(
BB†
)


⇒
bTDTaDabTr (Ia) ≤
1
2
∑
mn
{
Tr
[
(bkσkaL
†
maLna)(biσiaL
†
maLna)
†]
+Tr
[
(L†maLnaσlabl)(L
†
maLnaσjabj)
†]}
=
1
2
∑
mn
[
bkbiTr
(
σkaL
†
maLnaL
†
naLmaσia
)
+ blbj Tr
(
L†maLnaσlaσjaL
†
naLma
)]
=
1
2
∑
mn
[
bkbiTr
(
σkaLmaL
†
maLnaL
†
naσia
)
+ blbj Tr
(
LmaL
†
maLnaL
†
naσlaσja
)]
=
1
2
[bkbiTr (σkaσia) + blbj Tr (σlaσja)] =
1
2
[bkbiIki Tr (Ia) + blbjIlj Tr (Ia)]
=
1
2
[bibiTr (Ia) + bjbj Tr (Ia)] = bibiTr (Ia) ⇒ (A6). 
Appendix B: eigenvalues of operator σi1σj2
In this appendix, we will find eigenvalues of the op-
erator σi1σj2 which were used in the section V at the
description of procedure of experiment for measurement
of spin correlation tensor (4).
Proposition B1. The operator σi1σj2 has twice degen-
erate eigenvalues which are equal to ±1.
Proof. From definition (7) we have
σi1σj2 =
(
|+〉1σ
11
i 1〈+|+ |+〉1σ
12
i 1〈−|
+|−〉1σ
21
i 1〈+|+ |−〉1σ
22
i 1〈−|
)
×
(
|+〉2σ
11
j 2〈+|+ |+〉2σ
12
j 2〈−|
+|−〉2σ
21
j 2〈+|+ |−〉2σ
22
j 2〈−|
)
= ...
=
[
|+〉1|+〉2 |−〉1|+〉2 |+〉1|−〉2 |−〉1|−〉2
]
×


σ11i σ
11
j σ
12
i σ
11
j σ
11
i σ
12
j σ
12
i σ
12
j
σ21i σ
11
j σ
22
i σ
11
j σ
21
i σ
12
j σ
22
i σ
12
j
σ11i σ
21
j σ
12
i σ
21
j σ
11
i σ
22
j σ
12
i σ
22
j
σ21i σ
21
j σ
22
i σ
21
j σ
21
i σ
22
j σ
22
i σ
22
j




2〈+|1〈+|
2〈+|1〈−|
2〈−|1〈+|
2〈−|1〈−|

.
Let’s solve a problem on eigenvalues for the obtained
4× 4 matrix:
[
σiσ
11
j σiσ
12
j
σiσ
21
j σiσ
22
j
] [
u
v
]
= λ
[
u
v
]
. (B1)
For the solution of the equation on eigenvalues, we use
properties of determinant:
det
[
A B
C D
]
= det (A) det
(
D − CA−1B
)
,
det (cA) = cn det (A) (A ∈ Cn×n).
(B2)
At various values of an index j taking into account ex-
pressions (8), (B1) and (B2) we write
j = x ⇒ 0 =
∣∣∣∣−λI σiσi −λI
∣∣∣∣
= det (−λI) det
(
−λI + σiλ
−1Iσi
)
⇒ ...
j = y ⇒ 0 =
∣∣∣∣−λI −iσiiσi −λI
∣∣∣∣
= det (−λI) det
(
−λI + σiλ
−1Iσi
)
⇒ ...
j = z ⇒ 0 =
∣∣∣∣σi − λI OO −σi − λI
∣∣∣∣
= det (σi − λI) det
(
−σi − λI
)
⇒ ...


⇒
λ1,2 = +1, λ3,4 = −1.
Here O is zero matrix, on the repeating index with un-
derlining, there is no summing up. Thus, the operator
σi1σj2 has twice degenerate eigenvalues which are equal
to ±1. 
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